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A recently developed approach to the thermodynamics of open quantum systems, on the basis
of the principle of minimal dissipation, is applied to the spin-boson model. Employing a numeri-
cally exact quantum dynamical treatment based on the hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM)
method, we investigate the influence of the environment on quantities such as work, heat and en-
tropy production in a range of parameters which go beyond the weak-coupling limit and include
both the non-adiabatic and the adiabatic regimes. The results reveal significant differences to the
weak-coupling forms of work, heat and entropy production, which are analyzed in some detail.

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of quantum thermodynamics has witnessed
significant attention and advancement in recent years [1–
5]. A central challenge in this area revolves around estab-
lishing consistent definitions for work, heat, and entropy
production in open quantum systems coupled to ther-
mal reservoirs [6–8]. While the fundamentals of quan-
tum thermodynamics are well-established for ultra-weak
system-bath coupling and continuous information loss,
defining thermodynamic quantities outside of this regime
remains a central topic of ongoing research [5, 9–17].

Challenges arise, in particular, for strong system-
environment coupling, structured environmental spectral
densities, or low temperatures, when non-Markovian dy-
namics and memory effects become significant, render-
ing traditional Markovian master equations inadequate
[18, 19]. A related issue, which has received considerable
attention recently [15, 20–22], is the connection between
non-Markovian dynamics and the emergence of negative
entropy production rates.

Among the different questions considered in the field,
two aspects appear particularly important. First, at
stronger coupling of the open quantum system to its en-
vironment, the interaction energy between system and
environment becomes non-negligible, requiring an under-
standing of its contribution to the system’s internal en-
ergy, work, or heat. Second, the information exchange
between the system and its environment, linking infor-
mation theory and thermodynamics, introduces memory
effects and information backflow as crucial aspects in the
theoretical treatment [18].

A variety of approaches have been proposed to address
these issues [5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 23–27]. In this work,
we consider a recently proposed approach based on the
principle of minimal dissipation [28, 29], which leads to
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a unique decomposition of the quantum master equation
into a Hamiltonian and a dissipative part, allowing to
identify the contributions describing work and heat. In
this approach, thermodynamic quantities are expressed
in terms of an effective system Hamiltonian KS that re-
sults from the coupling of the system to its environment.
This emergent effective Hamiltonian encapsulates infor-
mation of the environment, providing insights into how
the system responds to the interaction.

Here, we apply this novel approach to investigate the
quantum thermodynamics of the spin-boson model. The
spin-boson model, which involves a two-level system (or
spin) interacting linearly with a bath of harmonic oscil-
lators, is a paradigmatic model to describe dissipative
dynamics of open quantum systems [30–32]. Our study
employs the hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM)
approach [33, 34], which allows a numerically exact simu-
lation of the quantum dynamics of the spin-boson model,
and considers a broad parameter range, including both
the non-adiabatic and the adiabatic regimes. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first application of the quan-
tum thermodynamics approach of Ref. [28] to a nonin-
tegrable model using a nonperturbative method. The
focus of our investigation is the analysis of the effective
Hamiltonian KS , in particular, how the coupling to the
thermal bath induces deviations of KS from the system
Hamiltonian in the different parameter regimes. More-
over, we investigate relevant thermodynamic quantities
such as work, heat, and entropy production. Our study
shows that the results obtained within the principle of
minimal dissipation differ from those obtained using tra-
ditional expressions defined in the weak-coupling limit.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A we re-
capitulate the principle of minimal dissipation and in-
troduce all relevant thermodynamics quantities, namely
work, heat and entropy production rate. The spin-boson
model is introduced in Sec. II B, together with the HEOM
approach. The results are discussed in Sec. III, focusing
on three different parameter regimes of the spin-boson
model. Sec. IV concludes with a summary.
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II. THEORY

A. Principle of minimal dissipation

In order to investigate non-equilibrium quantum ther-
modynamics, we consider an open quantum system S
interacting with an environment B. The Hamiltonian of
the composite system is expressed as

H(t) = HS(t) + HSB(t) + HB , (1)

where HS(t) and HB correspond to the system and en-
vironment, respectively, and HSB(t) denotes the interac-
tion. Notably, both the system and interaction Hamil-
tonians may be time-dependent, capturing phenomena
such as external driving or the modulation of the system-
environment interaction. The quantum states of S and
B are characterized by density matrices ρS and ρB , re-
spectively. The state of the composite system S + B is
represented by ρS+B . Assuming a factorized initial state,
i.e. ρS+B(0) = ρS(0) ⊗ ρB(0), the time-evolution of the
quantum state of S defines the dynamical map

ρS(t) = ΦtρS(0), (2)

where ρS(t) is obtained by tracing over the degrees of
freedom (DOFs) of the environment of the total density
matrix ρS+B(t),

ρS(t) = TrB {ρS+B(t)} . (3)

Here, we employ the approach to quantum thermo-
dynamics outlined in Ref. [28], which uses a time-
convolutionless master equation governing the density
matrix ρS(t) of the open system S,

d

dt
ρS(t) = LtρS(t) = −i [KS(t), ρS(t)] + DtρS(t). (4)

This exact time-local differential equation involves a
time-dependent generator Lt, which captures all mem-
ory effects in the open system dynamics [6, 35, 36], and
incorporates two different contributions. The first is a
Hamiltonian contribution, expressed through the com-
mutator with an effective Hamiltonian KS(t). The sec-
ond component is a dissipator given by

DtρS =
∑

k

θk(t)
[
Lk(t)ρSL†

k(t) − 1
2
{

L†
k(t)Lk(t), ρS

}]
,

(5)
incorporating decay rates θk(t) and time-dependent
Lindblad operators Lk(t).

In the master equation (4), the splitting of the gen-
erator Lt into Hamiltonian and dissipative parts is not
unique. Introducing a principle of minimal dissipation
[28], it is possible to uniquely define the Hamiltonian
part, which determines the Hermitian operator KS(t) in
the commutator as the effective system Hamiltonian, rep-
resenting the internal energy of the system. Based on the

approach developed in Ref. [37], this principle states that
the dissipator must be minimal with respect to a certain
superoperator norm, a property which is achieved when
the Lindblad generators Lk(t) are traceless, leading to a
unique expression for KS(t).

Based on this separation, the internal energy of the
system is defined as the expectation value of the effective
Hamiltonian,

US(t) = Tr{KS(t)ρS(t)}. (6)

The first law describing the change in internal energy is
then formulated as

∆US(t) ≡ US(t) − US(t0) = WS(t) + QS(t), (7)

with work WS(t) and heat QS(t) contributions defined
as

WS(t) =
∫ t

t0

dτ Tr
{

K̇S(τ)ρS(τ)
}

, (8)

QS(t) =
∫ t

t0

dτ Tr
{

KS(τ)ρ̇S(τ)
}

. (9)

The definition of entropy production is formulated in ac-
cordance with the above definition of heat,

ΣS(t) = ∆SS(t) − βQS(t) , (10)

where ∆SS(t) = S(ρS(t)) − S(ρS(0)) is the change of
the von Neumann entropy of the reduced system and
β = 1/kBT the inverse temperature of the bath. Taking
the time derivative of Eq. (10), the entropy production
rate is obtained,

σS(t) ≡ Σ̇S(t). (11)

For weak system-bath coupling, KS is expected to ap-
proach the system Hamiltonian HS , and a weak-coupling
version of the thermodynamical observables can be de-
fined accordingly as [38–44]

Ww(t) =
∫ t

t0

dτ Tr
{

ḢS(τ)ρS(τ)
}

, (12)

Qw(t) =
∫ t

t0

dτ Tr
{

HS(τ)ρ̇S(τ)
}

, (13)

σw(t) = ∂t (∆SS(t) − βQw(t)) . (14)

Given the effective Hamiltonian KS(t), it is possible to
define the associated instantaneous Gibbs state,

ρG
S (t) = e−βKS(t)/ZS(t). (15)

If the Gibbs state ρG
S (t) represents an instantaneous fixed

point of the time evolution [21, 45], i.e. Lt[ρG
S (t)] =

Dt[ρG
S (t)] = 0, then it can be shown that the entropy

production rate is positive if the dynamical map Φt is
P-divisible [18], i.e, one has

σS(t) ≥ 0 , (16)

which corresponds to the second law.
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B. Spin-boson model and HEOM method

As an example of an open quantum system, we con-
sider the spin-boson model [30, 31] described by the
Hamiltonian

H = HS + HSB + HB. (17)

The system Hamiltonian HS describes a two-level system
(representing, e.g., a spin degree of freedom or electronic
states of an electron transfer reaction),

HS = −εσz + ∆σx , (18)

characterized by the energy bias ε and the coupling ∆
of the two states. Pauli matrices are expressed in the
eigenbasis {|0⟩ , |1⟩} of σz, i.e.

σx = |0⟩ ⟨1| + |1⟩ ⟨0| , σz = |0⟩ ⟨0| − |1⟩ ⟨1| . (19)

The environment consists of a bath of harmonic oscilla-
tors,

HB =
∑

k

ωkb†
kbk , (20)

interacting with the system through system-environment
coupling terms, which are linear in the bath cre-
ation/annihilation operators,

HSB =σz

∑
k

λk

(
b†

k + bk

)
. (21)

Here, b†
k/bk denote the bosonic creation/annihilation op-

erator associated with mode k of the bosonic bath with
frequency ωk. The influence of the bosonic environment
on the system dynamics is encoded in its spectral density
function,

JB(ω) =π
∑

k

|λk|2δ(ω − ωk). (22)

Throughout this paper we consider a spectral density in
Debye form,

JB(ω) =π

2 α ω
ω2

c

ω2 + ω2
c

, (23)

where ωc is the characteristic bath frequency and α is the
dimensionless Kondo parameter describing the system-
bath coupling strength.

The spin-boson model is a paradigmatic model to de-
scribe dissipative quantum dynamics [30, 32]. Despite
its simple form, it has applications to a variety of differ-
ent processes and phenomena, including electron transfer
[46] and macroscopic quantum coherence [47]. The spin-
boson model is also interesting from a more fundamental
point of view as it shows a transition from coherent dy-
namics to incoherent decay as well as a quantum phase
transition [48–50].

In order to investigate the thermodynamic charac-
teristics of the spin-boson model, we use the numer-
ically exact hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM)
approach [33, 34, 51]. The central quantity of the ap-
proach is the reduced density matrix ρS(t) of the subsys-
tem. It is assumed that the initial state factorizes, i.e.
ρS+B(0) = ρS(0) ⊗ ρB(0), with

ρB(0) = e−βHB /ZB . (24)

Exploiting the Gaussian properties of the non-interacting
environment, a formally exact path-integral for the re-
duced density matrix of the subsystem can be derived in-
volving the Feynman-Vernon influence functional [33, 52–
54].

As a consequence of a noninteracting bath with Gaus-
sian statistics, all information about system-bath cou-
pling relevant for the system dynamics is encoded in the
time-correlation function of the isolated bath, directly
related to the bath spectral density (cf. Eqs. (23)) via

CB(t) =
∑

k

|λk|2TrB

{(
b†

kbkeiωkt + bkb†
ke−iωkt

)
ρB(0)

}
=
∫ ∞

0
dω

JB(ω)
π

×
[
coth

(
βBω

2

)
cos(ωt) − i sin(ωt)

]
. (25)

Within the HEOM approach, the correlation function is
described by sums over exponentials,

CB(t) =
∑

l

ηle−γlt, (26)

where the weights ηl and decay rates γl are determined
according to the Padé [55–59] decomposition scheme.

The hierarchical equations of motion are constructed
by consecutive time-derivatives of the influence func-
tional, leading to [33, 60],

∂

∂t
ρ

(n)
l (t) = −

(
iLS +

n∑
l=1

γl

)
ρ

(n)
l (t)

−
∑
lx

Aρ
(n+1)
l+
x

(t) −
n∑

l=1
Clρ

(n−1)
l−
l

(t), (27)

with the notation for the multi-index vectors l = l1···ln,
l+
x = l1···lnlx, and l−

l = l1···ll−1ll+1···ln, and the defini-
tion LSO = [HS, O]. Here, ρ(0)(t) represents the reduced
density operator of the system ρS(t), and the higher-tier
auxiliary density operators (ADOs) ρ

(n)
l (t) encode the in-

fluence of the environment on the subsystem dynamics.
Tier by tier the ADOs introduce the effect of higher or-
der system-bath correlations. These ADOs also include
the information on time-local transport observables like
energy or particle currents [54, 57, 61, 62]. The opera-
tors Al and Cl connect the nth-tier ADO to the (n+1)th-
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resp. (n−1)th-tier ADOs via

Aρ
(n)
l =

{
σz, ρ

(n)
l

}
+

, (28a)

Clρ
(n)
l = ηlσzρ

(n)
l − η∗

l ρ
(n)
l σz, (28b)

leading to a hierarchy of equations of motion.
The HEOM approach is used below to analyze the ef-

fective Hamiltonian KS of the spin-boson model as well
as thermodynamic quantities such as work, heat and en-
tropy. To this end, we make use of the pseudo-Kraus
representation for the generator, which states that the
generator of any Hermiticity and trace preserving map
can be written as [63]

LtρS(t) =
∑

k

θk(t)Ek(t)ρS(t)E†
k(t) , (29)

with some operators Ek(t) and real (not necessarily pos-
itive) coefficients θk(t) fulfilling the condition∑

k

θk(t)E†
k(t)Ek(t) = 0 . (30)

To evaluate the pseudo-Kraus representation for Lt,
we simulate the dynamics for different orthogonal initial
states of the system, in order to get a representation of
the dynamical map Φt. The pseudo-Kraus operators are
then obtained by diagonalizing the Choi matrix associ-
ated to Lt [64]. Following the derivation from Ref. [28],
the final expression for the effective Hamiltonian reads

KS(t) = − i
4
∑

k

θk(t)
[
Tr{Ek(t)}E†

k(t)

−Tr{E†
k(t)}Ek(t)

]
, (31)

and the various thermodynamic quantities can be evalu-
ated through numerical integration.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we use the concepts introduced above to
analyze the spin-boson system for three distinct scenar-
ios: the non-adiabatic unbiased case (ε = 0, ∆/ωc < 1),
the non-adiabatic biased case (ε ̸= 0, ∆/ωc < 1), and
the adiabatic biased case (ε ̸= 0, ∆/ωc > 1). We will
consider regimes of moderate to strong system-bath cou-
pling strength α, for which the dynamical map, underly-
ing the time-convolutionsless master equation in Eq. (4),
is invertible, such that the generator in Eq. (4) is well
defined. The primary focus of our investigation is the
analysis of the effective Hamiltonian KS(t), in particular,
how the coupling to the thermal bath induces deviations
of KS(t) from the system Hamiltonian HS in the differ-
ent parameter regimes. Moreover, we investigate relevant
thermodynamic quantities such as the work WS(t), the
heat QS(t), and the entropy product rate, σS(t), which
are compared to the corresponding expressions defined in
the weak-coupling limit, Qw(t) and σw(t).
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K
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α = 0.1, βωc = 5
α = 0.1, βωc = 25
α = 0.3, βωc = 25

Figure 1. Off-diagonal element of KS(t) as a function of time
for different values of system-bath coupling α and inverse tem-
perature β. Other parameters are ε = 0, ∆/ωc = 0.2. Results
are given in units of ωc.
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Figure 2. Work WS(t) and heat QS(t) as a function of time.
Comparison with the weak-coupling heat Qw(t). Parameters
are α = 0.3, βωc = 25, ε = 0, ∆/ωc = 0.2. Results are given
in units of ωc.

A. Unbiased (ε = 0), nonadiabatic (∆/ωc < 1)
regime

We begin our discussion with the unbiased case, ϵ =
0. It is known [30, 31] that in the non-adiabatic regime
(∆/ωc < 1) with weak system-bath coupling (α < 0.5),
the spin-boson model exhibits coherent decay of ⟨σz⟩(t)
to its steady state value of zero. In this regime, numerical
evidence indicates that the effective Hamiltonian KS(t)
takes on a similar form as the system Hamiltonian HS ,

KS(t) = (∆ + δx(t))σx. (32)

Fig. 1 depicts the off-diagonal elements of the effective
Hamiltonian, namely KSjl(t) = ⟨j| KS(t) |l⟩, with j ̸= l,
for different parameters of the system-bath coupling and
the temperature. The system-bath coupling induces a
time-dependent shift, δx(t), of the off-diagonal elements
of KS(t). This time-dependent modulation of the effec-
tive Hamiltonian corresponds to a renormalization of the
energy levels of HS induced by the coupling to the bath.
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Figure 3. Comparison between the entropy production rate
σS(t) and its weak-coupling version σw(t). Parameters are
α = 0.3, βωc = 25, ε = 0, ∆/ωc = 0.2.

In the considered parameter regime, the shift increases
upon increasing system-bath coupling strength and de-
creasing temperature.

Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of work, WS(t), and
heat, QS(t), compared to its weak-coupling form, Qw(t).
Since the system Hamiltonian HS is constant in time,
the weak-coupling form of the work, Ww(t), vanishes.
As a results of the time-dependent shift in the effec-
tive Hamiltonian, KS(t), the heat QS(t) deviates from
its weak-coupling form Qw(t). Moreover, a significant
contribution to the work WS(t) is observed, even for a
time-independent system Hamiltonian, HS . This work is
proportional to the magnitude of the shift in KS(t) and
is caused by the time-dependent renormalization of the
energy levels of the system energy due to the coupling to
the environment.

The comparison of the entropy production rate σS(t)
to its weak coupling form σw(t) depicted in Fig.3 shows a
very similar behavior of the two quantities. The only dif-
ference is a shift of the peak of σS(t) to earlier times,
caused by the different time-dependence of QS(t) vs.
Qw(t), but this effect is small in the parameter regime
considered.

B. Biased (ε ̸= 0), nonadiabatic (∆/ωc < 1) regime

Next, we discuss results for the biased case in the non-
adiabatic regime (∆/ωc < 1). The inclusion of a non-zero
bias introduces additional complexity to the quantum dy-
namics and results in an effective Hamiltonian KS(t),
which assumes a more general form,

KS(t) = −(ε + δz(t))σz + (∆ + δx(t))σx + δy(t)σy.(33)

Fig. 4 shows both the off-diagonal and diagonal elements
of KS(t) in the nonadiabatic regime, ∆/ωc = 0.2, for dif-
ferent parameters of the system-bath coupling and the
temperature. The off-diagonal elements undergo a sim-
ilar shift as in the unbiased case, but acquire also an
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0.20

0.21

-0.04
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
0.00
0.01

0 1 2
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1

α = 0.1, βωc = 5
α = 0.1, βωc = 25
α = 0.3, βωc = 25

R
e(
K
s 0

1
)

I
m
(K

s 0
1
)

t∆/π

Figure 4. Off-diagonal and diagonal elements of KS(t) as a
function of time for different values of system-bath coupling α
and inverse temperature β. Other parameters are ε/∆ = 2.5,
∆/ωc = 0.2. Results are given in units of ωc.

−0.04

−0.02

0

0.02

0 1 2 3 4

t∆/π

WS
QS
Qw

Figure 5. Work WS(t) and heat QS(t) as a function of time.
Comparison with the weak-coupling heat Qw(t). Parameters
are α = 0.3, βωc = 25, ε/∆ = 2.5, ∆/ωc = 0.2. Results are
given in units of ωc.

imaginary part, δy(t). In addition, and different to the
unbiased case, the coupling to the bath induces a time-
dependent shift, δz(t) of the diagonal elements of KS(t),
which increases slightly with higher temperature. In con-
trast to the unbiased case, not only the eigenvalues but
also the eigenstates of the effective Hamiltonian KS(t)
are now time-dependent, undergoing a renormalization
influenced by the environment.
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Figure 6. Comparison between the entropy production rate
σS(t) and its weak-coupling version σw(t). Parameters are
α = 0.3, βωc = 25, ε/∆ = 2.5, ∆/ωc = 0.2.

Fig. 5 shows the time evolution of the work WS(t)
and the heat QS(t), compared to its weak-coupling form
Qw(t). In contrast to the unbiased case, both WS(t)
and QS(t) exhibit pronounced coherent oscillations be-
fore they reach a steady state. The weak coupling form
of the heat, Qw(t), differs from QS(t) both in its less os-
cillatory character and its smaller absolute value for long
times.

As a consequence, the entropy production rate, de-
picted in Fig.6, exhibits in this regime a notable differ-
ences among the two definitions. Specifically, the ampli-
tude of σS(t) is larger than that of σw(t) and there is a
phase shift between the two results. The latter is a direct
result of the coupling to the thermal bath, which causes
the different time-dependence of QS(t) and Qw(t), which
is very pronounced in the parameter regime considered.

C. Biased (ε ̸= 0), adiabatic (∆/ωc > 1) regime

We conclude our discussion with results for the biased
case in the adiabatic regime (∆/ωc > 1). In this regime,
the spin-boson model exhibits a more complex behavior
[65], characterized by oscillatory coherent decay and non-
Markovian dynamics [66] over a larger range of parame-
ters. The effective Hamiltonian KS(t) takes the general
form of Eq. (33).

Fig. 7 shows the elements of KS(t) for different param-
eters. Notably, the time scale over which a steady state is
reached is significantly longer than in the non-adiabatic
regime. Furthermore, the real part of KS(t) is less sen-
sitive to the temperature. These two findings are a con-
sequence of the frequency mismatch between system and
bath in the adiabatic regime: Since ∆ > ωc, the energy
levels of the system are located in the high-frequency tail
of the spectral density J(ω) (Eq. (23)), corresponding to
a less efficient system-bath coupling and processes which
are largely independent on temperature.

Fig. 8 shows the time evolution of work WS(t) and
heat QS(t), compared to its weak-coupling form Qw(t).
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Figure 7. Off-diagonal and diagonal elements of KS(t) as a
function of time for different values of system-bath coupling α
and inverse temperature β. Other parameters are ε/∆ = 0.1,
∆/ωc = 5.0. Results are given in units of ωc.
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Figure 8. Work WS(t) and heat QS(t) as a function of time.
Comparison with the weak-coupling heat Qw(t). Parameters
are α = 1.0, βωc = 25, ε/∆ = 0.1. Results are given in units
of ωc.

In contrast to the nonadiabatic regime, there is little dif-
ference between the two forms of the heat and the work
WS(t) is negligible. The small differences in the time de-
pendence of QS(t) and Qw(t) results, however, in visible
difference between the entropy production rate σS(t) and
its weak coupling form, depicted in Fig.9. In particular, a
significant phase shift between the two result is apparent.
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Figure 9. Comparison between the entropy production rate
σS(t) and its weak-coupling version σw(t). Parameters are
α = 1.0, βωc = 25, ε/∆ = 0.1, ∆/ωc = 5.0.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the thermody-
namics of the spin-boson model in the presence of non-
Markovian effects and moderate to strong system-bath
coupling. Our analysis was based on a novel approach
to quantum thermodynamics, which uses the principle of
minimal dissipation to obtain a unique decomposition of
the generator of time evolution into a Hamiltonian and
a dissipative part, allowing to define the internal energy
and to identify the contribution of heat and work. To
simulate the dynamics of these thermodynamic proper-
ties, we employed the HEOM approach, which provides a

numerically exact description of the quantum dynamics
of the spin-boson model.

The results obtained for a broad range of parameter
regimes demonstrate the performance of the approach. In
all parameter regimes, the coupling to the environment
results in a time-dependent effective Hamiltonian, even
if the original system Hamiltonian is time-independent.
This time-dependence reflects the work done by the envi-
ronment on the system. The analysis of thermodynamic
properties such as heat and the entropy production shows
that the results obtained within the principle of minimal
dissipation differ significantly from those obtained using
traditional expressions defined in the weak coupling limit.
This difference is particularly pronounced in the nonadi-
abatic regime of the spin-boson model.

The spin-boson model considered in this paper relaxes
for long times to an equilibrium steady state. The exten-
sion of the quantum thermodynamics approach used here
to situations with nonequilibrium steady states, such as,
e.g., the nonequilbrium spin-boson model [67] or nano-
junctions [68], will be an interesting topic for future work.
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